
Rise 
Words and music by Travis Bray and Jeff Calhoun 

 
Verse 1: 
 A          E/G#      
Aimlessly, I stumble through the night 
    F#m 
No fire to guide, the dark consumes my life 
                 D 
Oh I’m so tired, I have no strength to fight 
 
Verse 2: 
     A          E/G# 
Desperately, I try with all I am 
      F#m 
To find a way along this broken path 
      D 
Oh I’m so tired, I have no strength to stand 
 

Chorus: 
    A            Esus E 

Oh I am waiting for the sun to rise 
       F#m                              D 

To see its beauty fill and flood my eyes 
   A    Esus E  

My life awakened to its warming light 
   F#m            D     A  

Oh I am waiting for the sun to rise, rise, rise 
           Esus E    F#m         D 
Oh oh oh, oh oh oh, oh oh oh 

 
Verse 3: 
      A        E/G#  
Restlessly, it seems I’m trudging through 
            F#m 
This maze of life with just an ember to  
     D   
Light my way, to find safe passage through 
 

Chorus: 
    A            Esus E 

Oh I am waiting for the sun to rise 
       F#m                              D 

To see its beauty fill and flood my eyes 
   A    Esus E  

My life awakened to its warming light 
   F#m            D       

Oh I am waiting for the sun to rise, rise, rise 
 

  



Bridge: 
Bm7                  F#m 
  Before the dawn it’s darkness 
C#m7       D7 
  I’m waiting patiently 
Bm7                  F#m 
  Searching for Your brightness 
C#m7             D         Dm 
  The horizon beckons me, it calls for me 

 
Chorus: 

    A            Esus E 
Oh I am waiting for the sun to rise 

       F#m                              D 
To see its beauty fill and flood my eyes 

   A    Esus E  
My life awakened to its warming light 

   F#m            D     A  
Oh I am waiting for the sun to rise, rise, rise 
           Esus E    F#m         D 
Oh oh oh, oh oh oh, oh oh oh 

 
Ending: 
                       A 
For the sun to rise 
          Esus E    F#m         D 
Oh oh oh, oh oh oh, oh oh oh   (repeat and vamp) 


